Make the most of Smart Electric Vehicle Charging

Visit the RAW Charging Website

Discover the benefits of the world’s best Smart Charging equipment and find out which solution works best for you.
Why ChargePoint Technology is about more than just a plug

The Smart Charging revolution has just started. So now businesses and EV drivers are realising the benefits that come with it.

The ChargePoint equipment, software and service are the best available. We can customise each station to your specific requirements enabling you to provide the best solution for you, your employees or your customers.

We know that EV charging is about so much more than just a plug. It’s about how you use it and how EV driving can improve your lifestyle. That’s why reliability is so important to us; quality servicing and maintenance are critical to what we offer at RAW charging.

The online account management dashboard allows you to track how your charging stations are being used.

You can view how long people are using them for, your energy usage and station status. The system can also let you know whether it’s cost effective to install more units.

ChargePoint EV charging stations are the most reliable in the world but wear and tear occurs, site conditions can change, and accidents or equipment failures can happen. The Assure Plan fully covers customers against this.

Drivers can use Waitlist and the Mobile App to find available stations before they arrive. Station owners can manage their system’s visibility to the public and monitor other key metrics from wherever they are. With extensive features, charging is made simple and convenient, transferring the benefits of EVs to everyone involved.

ChargePoint provides the most connected and most advanced Smart Charging EV experience; it doesn’t just improve your driving experience it improves your lifestyle.

Our installations are all quality assured and the on-going service is professionally managed so EV users and customers know they are getting the best EV experience.
Full Control of Pricing with the Account Management System

Customers can avoid any hassle or overheads with RAW Charging’s management plan for as little as a 1p/kWh fee. You can retain full control of how RAW Charging manage the charging systems’ pricing, access controls and many other features, ensuring that revenue generation and stations are utilised.

- You can deploy our fully managed charging assets into a separate EV charging business if desired, giving you flexibility to own a charging business and sell the asset.
- You can easily adjust and manage the pricing across all your charging stations with the touch of a button. Better still, you can apply a bespoke range of prices to different drivers or to different charge points however you like.
- You could offer your employees free parking but may choose to make visitors pay for charging. The revenue from any power you sell is transferred once a month directly into your bank account.

24/7 Support Service and the Assure Plan

We offer the most comprehensive support, maintenance and warranty programme in the industry. Assure covers everything you need to keep your EV charging systems up and running.

- With the package, ChargePoint have responsibility for fixing hardware issues by providing special parts, labour and management of repairs with their expert support specialists.
- The comprehensive care plan means we can guarantee that your station will be fully operational 98% of the time. An EV charging station is a smart investment, so it’s smart to protect it with the best warranty.

Connected Everywhere with The Cloud Network and The Mobile App

When you purchase a ChargePoint system you will get access to the most integrated network of EV charge points and the most user-friendly Mobile App. It has been designed with both EV drivers and station owners in mind. The ChargePoint Network lets EV drivers make the most of driving their EV.

Beyond these systems, RAW Charging also offer ChargePoint’s unique integrated fleet management solution that is specifically designed for electric fleets of all shapes and sizes. It becomes an extremely useful asset management tool that can add value and save money.

Simple and Smart Charging

The systems behind the charge points can help you save money with power management. The intelligent software automatically controls the output of any charging station, or group of stations in real-time to efficiently allocate the available power supply between vehicles and to ensure the total capacity isn’t overloaded.

With the Waitlist feature, drivers join a charging station’s virtual queue and wait until a station becomes available. If you are a business that is offering EV charging to customers or staff, Waitlist ensures that drivers can make the most of their time and use your charging facilities efficiently. It allows you to spot usage trends and manage the peak demand economically.

The system allows you to set power consumption ceilings per circuit, per distribution panel or per site. The ChargePoint network then intelligently ensures that these ceilings are never exceeded.
RAW Charging provides a range of fully managed ChargePoint® EV charging systems suitable for all commercial applications. We also offer customers three different ownership options through a special range of financial products and payment packages when buying these ChargePoint products.

The different payment options present different prices and different rates of return on your investment which are each highlighted in more detail in the separate payment brochures. Please enquire with one of our sales advisors for more information on how to pay for our smart charging stations.

*For all charging station purchases, RAW Charging manages the metering account and carries out system maintenance to ensure that income is maximised and that the stations are always operational. This account management as a service is included at a basic fee of 1p/kWh of metered power.

The information in this promotion was provided by RAW Charging and is intended for the recipients only, all rights reserved.